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Working Group 3. What key information is lacking regarding aerosol/cloud interactions 
and indirect effect? What research is required? 
 
→  Because of scope of problem, we suggest to focus on Twomey Effect 

- Largest 
- aerosol → drop understanding helps cold cloud case 

→  Coupling to dynamics is important 
→  Modeling is key component for integrating microphysics, dynamical, and radiative 
measurements 
 
•  Previous Field experiments: value in re-examining data 

-  One or more key measurements lacking  
e.g., no aerosol info, no measurements to set model BCs; no radiation 
measurements  
-  Need a well designed experiment that integrates radiation, aerosols, chemistry, 
cloud physics and dynamics 

•  Large number of measurement platforms 
•  Data analysis, model development and applications 
-  Present funding levels and mechanisms inadequate 

 
•  What would experiment look like? 

-  Statistical approach to document effects 
•  Long term; compelling strategy to weather multi-year changes (ala ARM) 

 
•  Transferring new knowledge of aerosol/ cloud interactions to GCM for use in climate 
studies? 
 
Major problems:  GCMs and most CRMs do not have "real" microphysics; most use 
similar scheme 
 
→  Need incentive for modelers to develop new schemes, new ways to incorporate 
microphysics 
→  Need programmatic focus on connection between aerosols/cloud physics 

Also, microphysics response to updraft very sensitive; need ways to deal with 
sub-grid processes 

→  Propose focus on CRMs (still larger scale than aerosol-cloud interactions) 
-  would help define experiment(s) needed - focus data collection/observation on  
needed model inputs 
-  detailed process study: limit problem  
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Do clouds modify aerosol albedo in a certain situation?  
-  need to know properties of aerosol source very well  
-  look for gradients 
-  St, Sc, trade Cu: simplest, important globally, close to anthropogenic site 

 
1) Ship tracks 

-  identify lacking measurements in prior experiments (MAST) 
-  use tethered or regular cruising ship as source  
-  sample under different meteorological regimes  
-  get BCs for modeling. (need larger scale information) 

 
Advantage: marine clouds most sensitive - signal clearer  

satellite data over ocean better 
Disadvantage: not representative of most of "actual" postulated indirect effects 
 
2) City plumes 

-  choose Rosenfeld case 
 
Advantage: more "realistic"  
Disadvantage: -  may be hard to separate urban effects on dynamics from microphysics 

response 
- will need to model flow and cloud formation in complex terrain 

   - how to fully characterize aerosol source? 
 
3) Controlled aerosol releases around CART site 
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Working Group 3. 
Additional Comments, January 10, 2002, Afternoon 

 
How important is the Twomey effect globally? 
 
1.  Quantify magnitude of effect in clean clouds 
2.  Determine if effect exists (at what level) for layer clouds in polluted environments 
3.  Determine if polluted deep convection has potentially important effects 
 
STRATEGY 
 
1.  Identify regions where observations suggest a strong aerosol - albedo relationship. 
2.  Laboratory studies to determine and understand hygroscopic properties (CCN 
behavior) of carbonaceous particles and mixtures of carbonaceous and other particles 
characteristic of ambient environments globally. 
3.  Comprehensive field studies that can be subject to constraint modeling to produce a 
first - principle's understanding. 
 
PROGRAM 
 
Combination of systematic (sustained) measurements + field program 

⇓ ⇓ 
  Other Working Groups 

 
1. a.  Tailor-made shiptrack (~2 years) 

b.  "San Francisco" effect? (~2 years) 
Ship  
Aircraft 
Satellite data to define extent 

 
2.  Polluted Environments  

a.  "St. Louis" effect (wintertime) 
and /or 

b.  Well characterized source in a continental area 
 
3.  Deep Convection  
Satellite study in Indian Ocean area across ITCZ to look [for] an indication of higher 
albedos in regions impacted by Asian emissions. 


